
 

 

Minutes of Villa II Board Meeting 
January 28, 2014 

 
 

.   The minutes of the Board meeting dated November 26, 2013 were approved. 
 
.   Presidents report-- Brickman did a good job of removing the snow which fell over the 
last week.  SOCA is forming a Committee of representatives of all the Villas within 
Snowden Overlook to see if a more consistent approach could or should be developed 
throughout Snowden Overlook community in how future snow and ice removal should or 
could be handled within Snowden Overlook.  The approach taken by the various 
Condominium Associations within Snowden Overlook varied substantially which has 
resulted in some concerns being expressed. Tom Hook will be Villa II’s representative. 
SOCA is proceeding with foreclosure action on a home within Villa II that is delinquent 
on Association dues.  Villa II is also proceeding  with legal action against the same Unit.  
Mark will follow the progress of SOCA’s action and discuss with our Attorney’s what 
additional actions we may wish to take.   Scott suggested that we try to have a meeting 
with our Attorney in March to get an update on the status of the legal actions being 
taken.  Tom Roberts was requested to attend a SOCA meeting on Insurance issues as 
Mark will be on vacation when the meeting is too occur. 
 
.   Treasurer’s Report--   Steve Wolf recommended against moving any additional funds 
from the checking account into the Capital Maintenance Fund at this time as the 
checking account balance is somewhat low.  Otherwise we seem to be operating 
against the budget in a satisfactory manner. 
 
.   Legislation has been proposed in the Maryland legislature to eliminate the possibility 
of strict liability of Condominium Associations from dog bits from Pit Bulls and other dog 
breeds.  This situation resulted from a 2012 court decision which suggested that 
Condominium Associations had a strict liability when injuries had occurred. 
 
.   As a result of leaves being wet, several Units experienced some leaf staining on the 
sides of their homes and driveways during the fall cleaning of gutters.  The contractor 
has indicated that he will have the Units cleaned in the spring.The gutter cleaning 
contract will be up for renewal shortly.  It was suggested that language be included in 
the contract specifically providing for leaf cleanup standards and providing feedback 
relative to any problematic conditions observed when removing leaves from guttering.  
Scott was requested to provide the Board with a copy to review of the proposed contract 
when it is available.   
 
.   The Advisory Committee submitted for final approval to the Board revised guidelines 
detailing the procedures to be followed and requirements regarding architectural and 
landscaping modifications to be adhered to within Villa II.  The Board approved the 
document subject to making several minor changes requested by Mark.  Also it was 
agreed that the document summarizing Board and Resident responsibilities relative to 



 

 

the maintenance of the Units and Common Grounds within Villa II were ready for 
distribution to residents.  Also there was discussion regarding the distortion or warping 
of some siding resulting in a waving effect occurring on some Units  apparently from the 
sun reflecting off of certain windows.  Pete Gratton did a walk through of the community 
and identified six Units where this apparently was occurring.  It was agreed that the 
Board would explore possible options to repair these situations if it is determined 
necessary and identify possible actions prevent the problem from occurring where 
considered necessary.  The Advisory Committee will continue to monitor the identified 
Units where a problem may exist and advise the residents of the issue. 
 
.   A directory of Villa II residents is nearing completion.  There are a few additional 
residents for which information for inclusion in the Directory is being sought. 
 
 
 
Norman Goldstein  
Secretary 


